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MenuMinder Version 1.3 Released
Published on 01/01/08
Limit Point Software announces MenuMinder 1.3 Create quick, simple alert, email and SMS
Text Message (mobile phone) reminders using the system-wide menu that can be accessed
from
any application. Never forget anything ever again. This new version eliminates the
requirement that an email account be setup in Apple Mail. Using the new preference pane
"Mail Server" users can specify any mail server for delivering email reminders.
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Limit Point Software announces MenuMinder 1.3 Create quick, simple alert, email and SMS
Text Message (mobile phone) reminders using the system-wide menu that can be accessed
from
any application. Never forget anything ever again.
This new version eliminates the requirement that an email account be setup in Apple Mail.
Using the new preference pane "Mail Server" you can specify any mail server for delivering
email reminders. (Your Apple Mail account is used by default.)
* Select "New Reminder" to create a reminder with an absolute date.
* Select "Quick Reminder" to create a reminder 1 minute, 10 minutes, 1 hour, 1 day, etc in
the future.
* Select a reminder from the reminder queue to delete or edit the reminder.
* To send email/text message reminders, enter an email address or mobile phone number in
the preferences panel.
* Select "Print" to print your reminders.
Pricing and Availability:
MenuMinder 1.3 may be purchased from Limit Point Software for $10.00 USD. MenuMinder is
also part of software bundles at reduced pricing. Please visit the website to take
advantage of these special offers. Upgrades are always free!
Limit Point Software:
http://www.limit-point.com/
MenuMinder:
http://www.limit-point.com/darkcloud/menuminderabout.html
Direct Download Link:
http://www.limit-point.com/darkcloud/MenuMinder.dmg
Purchase Link:
http://www.limit-point.com/Purchase.html
Screenshot:
http://www.limit-point.com/darkcloud/MenuMinderWindowsScreenshotLarge.jpg
Screenshot:
http://www.limit-point.com/darkcloud/MenuMinderPreferencesWindow.jpg

Limit Point Software has been avidly developing software for the Mac community since 1997.
In order to improve the usefulness, simplicity and dependability of our products user
feedback has always been highly welcome and encouraged. Our products cover a diverse
range
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of applications. The internet applications include bulk emailing, HTML form processing,
web crawling and document indexing and searching. The "Utilities" suite is a large
collection of small programs for combining movies, processing images in batch, file
property editing, downloading and converting YouTube files, and much, much more.
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